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Many Large Marine Mammals Found Dead Around
California, Public Warned to Expect Further
Strandings
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Fox San Francisco transcript, Jul 6, 2015 (emphasis added): Several dead sea mammals
found along Ocean Beach — In San Francisco, an unusual and sad sight at Ocean Beach
today. That’s where several dead marine mammals washed ashore… This part of a troubling
trend… Back in May, 3 dead whales washed up along San Francisco beaches… Joey DeRuy:
“I took photos of it because it was so unusual“… But that wasn’t the end of his unusual
beach sightings. DeRuy: “I kept walking and I kept running into more.” He said he spotted a
small dead seal, then a much larger mammal that appeared to be an elephant seal. Several
people walking by couldn’t help but stop and wonder what is behind the deaths… DeRuy:
“It’s very disturbing, because I’ve never seen so many animals.”
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KTVU tweet, Jul 7, 2015: Dead dolphin & seals are the latest
marine mammals to wash up on Bay Area beaches

ABC  San  Francisco  transcript,  Jul  6,  2015:  A  disturbing  day  at  the  beach  in  San
Francisco, three large marine mammals washed up dead at Ocean Beach… [Joey DeRuy ]
came upon a dead sea lion pup but kept walking. A few minutes later, he tripped upon the
carcass of what appeared to be a huge elephant seal. DeRuy: “So many dead animals, it felt
really tragic“. Then a bit further down the beach he found a dead dolphin. DeRuy: “Just so
many — a variety of exotic animals dead like that… very peculiar.”… The fear is there could
be more to come.

NBC Bay Area news anchor, Jul 7, 2015: Ocean Beach the scene of more mammals washing
ashore. Now a dolphin and 2 sea lions join the list of multiple dead whales.
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SFist, Jul 6, 2015: Multiple Marine Mammals Found Dead Along Ocean Beach Monday — At
least two dead sea lions, including one large adult, and one large dolphin, washed ashore
today along Ocean Beach and there may be more to come… It’s unclear just yet if this could
part of a larger beaching, or part of a recent pattern…more beachings due to starvation are
expected… Today’s beachings follow multiple cases of dead whales appearing on our coast
over the last couple of months.

Paul Saraceni, Ocean Beach, SF seawatch, Jul 5, 2015: Sad and disconcerting to see were 2
dead  cetaceans  floating  out  beyond  the  breakers.  One  appeared  to  be  a  Bottlenose
Dolphin… The other appeared to be a relatively small whale, black in color — perhaps a
young Humpback… During a walk on Ocean Beach S of Noriega yesterday, washed up in the
wrack line on the beach were deceased Sooty Shearwater and sea lion pup.

Baja  Times,  Jul  1,  2015:  In  the  last  couple  of  weeks,  three  dead  whales  have  been
found [10-20 miles from San Diego]. Authorities said that the cause of the death might be
water pollution…

Lost Coast Outpost (N. California), Jun 27, 2015: Hikers Find Two Dead Whales on Lost Coast
Trail… Hiker Mark Scatchard said the whales’ locations were spread about 10 miles apart.
“On our annual pilgrimage down the Lost Coast Trail this week, we saw not one, but two
dead whales… The one on the beach was freshly dead and there were no signs of net
marks, crab pots, ropes or buoys.”

Watch: Fox | ABC
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